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Listen to ‘The Week 
Junior Show’ 

podcast (free on 
any podcast 

platform or follow 
the link - The Week 

Junior Show 
podcast - Fun Kids -
the UK's children's 

radio station 
(funkidslive.com)

Enrichment tasks COP27 – Climate Change Conference 
Follow the links to help you understand what 
is happening at this conference.
UN Climate Change Conference (COP26) -
Teaching Resources - BBC Teach
COP27 Resources | The Wildlife Trusts

Make a poster to summarise the important 
discussions held at the conference. 
What changes must be made to help reduce 
the impact of climate change?

Carry out a random act of kindness for 
someone in your community. 

Do some research into the UK 
parliament and then have a go at the 
quiz (attached to satchel) Hand your 
answers into your tutor for checking.

World Cup 
Come and collect a 
wallchart from Mrs 
Blizzard. Fill it in as 

the tournament 
progresses and show 
your tutor pictures of 
your chart to achieve 

your merits. 

Design and make a 
Christmas decoration 
for your tutor room. 

Celebrate Jane Austen’s 
Birthday! 

Do some research to learn 
who Jane Austen was. What 

did she do? Have a discussion 
about Jane Austen with your 

English teacher to achieve 
some merits. 

To achieve extra merits why not 
organise a sweepstake for your tutor 
group? Come and collect a pack from 

Mrs Blizzard 

https://www.funkidslive.com/podcast/the-week-junior-show/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/un-climate-change-conference-teaching-resources/zrcg3j6
https://www.wildlifetrusts.org/cop27-resources
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Performing Arts Year 9
Drama Drama

Task:
1. Read the definition of a stimulus.
2. Create your own definition.
3. Design a poster which includes your
definition and TiE (Theatre
In Education) examples of various stimuli.

Examples of types of Stimuli:
Images
Music
Poems
Topics

Examples of TiE stimuli:
• Anti-bullying
• Mental Health Awareness
• Images/news reports of current affairs

Remember TiE is all about educating your
audience...

Write a play review.

1. Choose a play that you are interested in (you may to choose the stage play or 
the script itself – there are a lot of full stage play versions on YouTube).

2. Read the play or listen to the audio of your chosen play
3. Write a play review.

Check out this review of A Curious Incident of the Dog in the Nighttime:
https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2018/jan/17/the-curious-incident-of-the-
dog-in-the-night-time-review-spectacle-devoid-of-emotional-verity

Things to consider in your review:

Give details of the play, the playwright and a short synopsis.
Discuss what you thought of the play considering things like: sound and 
lighting, stage presence, the fluency of the performance, expression, stage set 
and how it made you feel as an audience member.

https://www.theguardian.com/stage/2018/jan/17/the-curious-incident-of-the-dog-in-the-night-time-review-spectacle-devoid-of-emotional-verity


Performing Arts Year 9 
Music Music

Descriptive vocabulary challenge!

Task:
1. Watch a scene from one of your favorite films. The scene MUST have music in 
it!
2. Write a short paragraph on the scene you have watched focusing on how the 
music adds to what is going on in the film. You must use descriptive vocabulary 
and musical vocabulary in this.

Consider descriptive vocabulary like: Suspense, excitement, surprise.

Consider musical vocabulary like: Dynamics, ostinato, pitch, tempo, dissonance.

Write a music performance review.

1. Choose an artist of your choice from a popular music genre.
2. Watch a performance of their work on the internet.
3. Write a performance review.

Check out this review of an Adele concert for ideas:
https://www.theguardian.com/music/2022/jul/02/adele-review-a-truly-singular-
blend-of-talent-and-tottenham-charm

Things to consider in your review:

Don't forget to tell the reader the artist and the song that you are reviewing.
Discuss what you thought of the performance considering things like the venue, 
sound and lighting, stage presence, the fluency of the performance, expression, 
stage set and how it made you feel as an audience member.

https://www.theguardian.com/music/2022/jul/02/adele-review-a-truly-singular-blend-of-talent-and-tottenham-charm


Computing Year 9
Enrichment activity 1 Enrichment activity 2

Create a stop-motion animation (it can be on whatever you 
like)

There are lots of good free phone apps for this. Stop motion 
studio is one

Email or show your Computing Teacher

Play the game 
wordle www.nytimes.com/games/wordle/index.html every 
day for 2 weeks
Show your parent and get them to send a quick email to your 
Computing teacher

Super challenge – can you create a the wordle program in 
python

You may want to use www.trinket.io/python3 and Wordle in 
50 lines of Python - YouTube

Email or share the link of the program with your Computing 
Teacher

http://www.nytimes.com/games/wordle/index.html
http://www.trinket.io/python3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UkiTW4BGb8o


Photography Year 9
Assignment #1: Leading Lines Assignment #2: Perspective

A classic assignment in photography schools, 'Leading lines' is a 
popular and fun subject. The goal of this assignment is to learn how 
to direct the viewer to your subject using lines.
• Choose a subject then look around for lines in the scene that you 

can use to 'lead' the viewer to the subject.
• Find an interesting line then determine what the subject of your 

photograph is.
• Remember that lines can be man-made or natural. For instance, 

the white line down the middle of the road or a tree branch. Even 
a person's arm can be a leading line of their face.

Use this assignment as an excuse to take an afternoon photo 
excursion. Walk into town or in the woods and look around you for 
interesting lines that lead the eye to a subject. There is an amazing 
assortment of lines out there in the world and once you begin to see 
them, you won't be able to stop.

How do you normally stand when you shoot? If your answer is 
straight up like a 5-foot-something human being then this assignment 
is for you. The perspective assignment challenges you to view the 
world from an entirely new perspective, which in turn gives the 
viewer a new look at the ordinary.
• Take another afternoon or evening for a photo excursion 

wherever you like.
• This time, every time you find something to photograph, stop!
• Ask yourself: How would a squirrel see that tree? How would a 

robin view that birdbath? How would a snake view that log?
• Take your photographs from very high or very low angles. Get on 

your belly or stand on a chair, whatever you have to (safely) do to 
get the 'right' angle on your subject.

If you pay attention to professional photographs, many of the images 
that have the WOW factor are photographed from extreme angles. 
People enjoy these photos because they've never seen an object from 
that viewpoint. It is new and unique, and you can train yourself to 
shoot with this in mind.



Design Technology Year 9
Enrichment activity 1 Enrichment activity 2

Create 4 designs of a building based on the designs of 
Norman Foster.

Create a glossary of Key words from Design Technology

Task: See next Page.



Key Word Definition – explain each of these words

Anthropometrics

Ergonomic

Prototype

Sustainable

Market Research

Design Brief

Quality Control



PE Year 9
Enrichment activity 1 Enrichment activity 2

Practical:

Create a home workout circuit that trains all the different 
components for fitness in the attached table.

The complete the circuit training workout you have 
designed.

Theory: Components of Fitness

Learn the definitions for the following components of fitness 
and provide a practical example.

Task: See next Page.



Component of Fitness Definition Sporting Example

Agility

Balance

Cardiovascular Endurance

Coordination

Flexibility

Muscular Endurance

Power

Reaction Time

Strength

Speed



Food Year 9
Enrichment activity 1 Enrichment activity 2

Practical: Fresh Pesto Pasta

See recipe on next page/slide.
Send any attempts to dsmith1@Brannel.com with your name 
and year

Theory: Independently research different cuts of meat or 
poultry. 
Research into different meats that are commonly eaten and 
the animals that produce them. Create a research poster or 
pages explaining the following:
• Which cuts can be obtained from which animals.
• Butchery diagrams of the different sections.
• How each cut can be used and for which cooking method 

that it is best suited for. 
• How to be more sustainable when shopping for meats.

Ensure that your report is text heavy (not copy/pasted) and 
includes images throughout.
Send any attempts to dsmith1@Brannel.com with your name 
and year

mailto:dsmith1@Brannel.com
mailto:dsmith1@Brannel.com


Making the dough:

1. Put 100g flour into a bowl.

2. Make a well in the center of the bowl and add an egg.

3. Use a pallet knife or fork, mix the flour and egg together.

4. Add water if too dry (1tbsp at a time). Mix by hand.

5. Now tip the mixture onto a lightly floured surface and continue to combine by 
hand.

6. Knead and stretch the dough on a floured surface for 7 minutes until the dough 
is smooth and there is no mixture on the worktop.

7. Rest on the side for 5 minutes. And put a saucepan on to boil half full.

Rolling out:

1. Roll out the dough to a large rectangle, very thin, to the thickness of a t-shirt.

2. Sprinkle the dough with flour.

3. Gently roll the dough up from the long side.

4. Use a knife to cut the roll of pasta into 1cm strips.

5. Gently unroll the pasta strips and lift with some flour to stop any sticking.

6. Add to a saucepan with boiling water and cook for 2-4 minutes. Taste to test.

7. Drain the pasta and put to one side.

Now mix the pasta with the pesto until combined and serve.

Y9 Enrichment: Pesto Pasta

Food skills:
• Weigh & Measure
• Whisk, stir & combine
• Kneading & resting
• Portioning & shaping
• Time management
• Hob skills

Ingredients:
• 100g Plain or ‘00’ flour
• 1 Eggs
• 1 tbsp pesto or a jar of 

readymade sauce

Skill level: Medium

Equipment: Med saucepan, palette knife, 
bowl, tbsp, tongs, dredger, knife, rolling pin
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Animal Care –
become a pet 
photographer

RSPCA activity



Year 9 Religious Education
Enrichment Activity One

Research a Modern Day 'Prophet'
A prophet is an inspired teacher, an individual that has 
spoken out for the changes that need to be made in 
society.

Miss Spence's example: Marcus Rashford

Answer and reflect on the following

questions:

•Who was this person?

•Why did their life have an impact on society?

•What did they denounce (say was wrong in society)?

•What did they announce (how should we change)?

•What responses was there to their lives and message?

•Is this person a prophet from their time?

Enrichment Activity Two

Volunteer for a religious charity 
or organisation

Examples:

• Food banks – Trussel Trust/Oasis

• Christian Creativity - ArtServe

• Salvation Army (nearest Falmouth)

• The Mission House – Redruth

Reflect

1. Why is this charity/organsation important?

2. How do they help the local community?

3. Did you feel inspired by the work that was being 
carried out?



ENRICHMENT DESIGN TASK
Design Task 

 For this task you need to draw a range of designs that you could create for your piece of furniture in the style of 
an arts and crafts movement artist. 

 You will need to have at least 8 design ideas with clear annotations of how your design fits the brief and your 
specification. 

Goal Bronze Silver Gold Platinum

To 

generate design

s for a piece of 

furniture in the 

style of an arts 

and crafts 

movement artist. 

I can come up with 

some ideas for a piece of 

furniture that begin to show 

some good 

presentational skills. My 

designs show aspects of 

creativity and I have 

clearly included links to my 

research. 

I can create a good 

range of clearly drawn 

ideas for different pieces of 

furniture, that show 

good presentational 

skills, a degree 

of creativity and I have 

begun to include different 

ways to include elements of 

an artist. 

I can generate an 

excellent range of well drawn 

and presented ideas, 

for different pieces of furniture. 

I have shown excellent 

creativity and originality in how 

incorporate elements of my 

chosen artists work. 

I can generate an 

excellent range of well draw

n and presented ideas, for a 

wide range of different 

pieces of furniture 

that show excellent, creativit

y and originality in how I 

could incorporate my 

chosen artists elements. 

Success Criteria 

DT – YEAR 9 



ENRICHMENT TASK - ELECTRICAL SAFETY RESEARCH
Part 1

 Using the diagram of a plug, you need to use the internet to research the different coloured wires and colour them in on your diagram. 

 Annotate them to show what each wire colour represents. 

 Find out why the wires are coded in this way. Are there any specific links?

Part 2

Research the following:

 What is a fuse?

 Why are fuses available in different sizes?

 What size fuse is suitable for a plug?

 What would happen if you put a fuse into a plug that the voltage was to high?

 When was the first fuse invented and what was it used for?

Part 3

 Now that you have completed the research, watch the following video and create a list of all the hazards you see during the video.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yAz9Ungv2Xc

 Once you have created your list of hazards, in a different colour pen or pencil write how you would overcome each of these. 

Goal Grade 1-3 Grade 4-6 Grade 7-8 Grade 9

To research basic electrical 

information and be aware of 

possible hazards 

I am able to label a plug diagram 
and can describe what a fuse is. 

I can identify 4 hazards in the 
video and suggest how to 

overcome them.

I am able to label a plug diagram 

in detail I can describe what a 

fuse is. 

I can identify 6 hazards in the 

video and suggest how to 

overcome them.

I am able to label a plug diagram in 

detail I can explain what a fuse is. 

I can identify 8 hazards in the video 

and suggest how to overcome them.

I am able to label a plug diagram in 
detail I can explain what a fuse is 

and can explain what would 
happen if the wrong size was used. 

I can identify 12 hazards in the 
video and suggest how to 

overcome them.

Success Criteria 

CONSTRUCTION – YEAR 9 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yAz9Ungv2Xc

